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Sunlight Games launches retro label and releases Special Edition of Gold Rush!
for the Amiga
Cologne, October 10, 2019 – Sunlight Games launches retro label and releases Special
Edition of Gold Rush! for the Amiga.
Sunlight Games will soon launch the retro label "RetroTainment", under which old and new
games for systems from the 1980s and 1990s will be released in classic boxes. It starts with
the Special Edition of Gold Rush! for classic Amiga computers.
Sunlight Games developed the 2014 remake of the classic Gold Rush! PC game. The newly
released Amiga version will be released in a classic cardboard box with a banderole.
This box contains:
- The Amiga game Gold Rush! on two floppy disks, incl. color labels
- Two color labels for own disks
- Printed manual
- On CD: Book "California Gold" for copy protection, drawings, ADF game files, if there
are problems involving the disk due to the drive compatibility the two replacement
labels are included as well
- On DVD: PC-Remake “Gold Rush! Anniversary”, playable on PC without internet
connection, DRM-free
- A printed certificate including the serial-number of the limited Special Edition
- A printed DIN A1 poster on high-quality paper
- Postcard with original signatures of the 1980s developers
- A printed label of the game logo
The Special Edition will be released at the Amiga34 in Neuss (Germany) and can also be preordered in the RetroTainment shop at http://www.retro-tainment.com.
Sunlight Games CEO Marco Sowa-Israel on the goals of RetroTainment: "I made my first steps
on Amstrad CPC and Amiga in the 1980s. With RetroTainment we want to publish old and
develop new games for the former systems. We already have many ideas for this.
Furthermore, the development of hardware is planned, for example a joystick."
More information at http://www.retro-tainment.com.
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- Page 2 About Sunlight Games:
Cologne-based Sunlight Games was founded in 2008 and transformed into a GmbH in May 2013.
A team of experienced game designers led by development veteran Marco Sowa creates games
of all genres for PC, Mac, mobile and online platforms. Sunlight Games also works for other
studios as well as in game porting and localization.
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